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	Just so you’re clear: it was not my idea to give a talk to Microsoft Research. I had learned embarrassingly little about computer science in my 18 years of life, and the last thing I wanted to do is to have that exposed in front of a bunch of genius PhDs in MSR. But my manager thought it’d be a great “opportunity,” and so there I was, blabbing on about my summer project.


	I finished up my talk at lightning speed. As I was dealing with a somewhat severe case of stage fright, I considered my haste a good thing. And then the questions started. Did I consider doing X? Yes, I told them, I did, and this is what happened. Why not implement it with Y? You could, but that would cause problem Z.


	I almost hesitated to admit it to myself afterwards, but things went fine. Just fine.


	That whole summer I had been convinced that Microsoft would discover that I knew practically nothing and cut me loose. I had only gotten my internship offer through some brilliant streak of luck, I reasoned, and didn’t really deserve it. Not like my fellow interns did anyway. They had done three times as much college as me, completed three times as many projects, and basically knew three times as much as me.


	Four years later, with a job at Google about to start, I reflected on my incredible luck. I landed a Microsoft internship at an incredibly young age, and that turned into three consecutive internships. Then I got an Apple internship, even though Apple never even recruited at my university. And then I happened to get hooked up with just the right people who referred me to the up-and-coming Google. I must be the luckiest person alive.


	Or am I?


	Maybe, while Lady Luck was certainly in my favor, I had somehow, accidentally, done everything just right. I completed several large projects in high school, offering me considerably more experience than my peers. I got an entry-level job as a web designer, which developed my professional and technical credibility. I created a résumé that, while atrocious in many respects, demonstrated my passion for technology and showcased my limited experience. And finally, I built a network of more senior professionals, managed relationships with mentors, and leveraged these connections to land one dream job after another.


	And that, my dear readers, is how you get a job at the world’s greatest tech companies.
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Common English Mistakes Explained With Examples: Over 300 Mistakes Almost Students Make and How To Avoid Them In Less Than 5 Minutes A Day (Book 1)Independent Publishers Group, 2017

	Speak and write English as if it were your native tongue!


	- Do you usually make mistakes in English?


	- Do you feel tired of making the same mistakes in English again and again?


	- Would you like to learn how to avoid and correct those typical mistakes so you are...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Performance Optimization and Tuning HandbookDigital Press, 2001
My last SQL Server performance book was aimed at SQL Server 6.5. When Microsoft
released SQL Server 7.0 it was almost as if it were a new product. Although it was backward
compatible in many areas with SQL Server 6.5, the architecture was very different. For
starters, the on-disk structure was completely changed. The usage of files...
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Hydraulic StructuresSpringer, 2019

	
		This graduate/upper-division undergraduate textbook provides a solid grounding in the theory underlying the design and analysis of hydraulic structures, including spillways, energy dissipators, culverts, flow measuring structures and others. It describes well-established theory and procedures, as well as recent developments gleaned...
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Managing Indoor Air Quality, Fourth EditionFairmont Press, 2008
As predicted in the earlier editions, concerns over Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) have driven it to the forefront of current workplace problems. More than ever, health, economic and legal matters associated with IAQ seem destined to make it a dominant problem for developers, owners and managers of commercial and institutional properties well into this...
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Communicating with Email and the Internet: Learning Made SimpleButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
This handy textbook covers all you will need to know to learn to communicate using email and the internet. 

Learning Made Simple books give readers skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications, in this case ECDL, ICDL and CLAIT, and written by experienced teachers and authors to make often tricky subjects simple to...
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Special Edition Using XML (2nd Edition)Que, 2002
Special Edition Using XML, Second Edition gives developers a formal introduction to XML technology, starting with indepth coverage of basic syntax and fundamental "pieces" of XML, including DTDs, Schemas, and Namespaces. The authors then cover various applications of XML, including transforming and displaying XML documents using CSS...
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